Project Purpose

Microsoft implemented a pipeline to systematically scrape and process news stories on a daily basis. Their current system can identify the top fifty news stories daily, while also collecting metadata such as the articles’ publisher and prominence (where it is located on the page). Our analysis enables users to discover a myriad of insights related to news networks and the flow of information. The news article clusters map networks of shared articles and can be used in tracking which organizations choose to publish articles on specific topics. By contributing to the study of these topics, this team is contributing to the general understanding of how digital media is generated and shared.

Methodology

The group’s process is as follow: First, categories are obtained from the URLs of the articles through our self-designed architecture. Second, embeddings are computed using BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) on said articles’ summary text. Next, embeddings are used to create cluster centroids and map the remaining articles to the high level clusters (categories). Finally, the best clustering separation (given by the Calinski Harabasz Score) is calculated for every individual high level cluster using grid search to retrieve optimal low level clusters.

Results

The group utilized MTurk to determine article similarities and calculated a score based on the proportionality of articles that had higher within-cluster similarity scores than between-cluster similarity scores. The methodology and results are described below:

Conclusion & Future Recommendations

In collaboration with Microsoft Research, the team presented a deep bidirectional transformer system for cluster based news classification. Considering the overwhelming volume of online news available every day, the group successfully deployed the BERT-large-cased model with BERT architecture to generate improved embeddings for the larger latent manifold data representation. Furthermore, they constructed a hierarchical clustering model architecture to improve cluster accuracy and create more meaningful low-level event-wise news clusters given the high level category-wise clusters. The unsupervised clusters were then examined through a mechanical turk process to evaluate the performance of the clustering algorithm. This is one of the first implementations to apply such a technique to news article clustering.
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